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Note:  This question paper contains two parts A and B. 

Part A is compulsory which carries 25 marks. Answer all questions in Part A. Part B 

consists of 5 Units. Answer any one full question from each unit.  Each question carries 

10 marks and may have a, b, c as sub questions. 

  

PART- A        

(25 Marks) 

1.a)  The probabilities of a Poisson variate  taking the values 1 and 2 are equal. Find µ the 

mean of the distribution.        [2] 

b)   Write the equations of two lines of regression in terms of mean and S.D’s of two 

variables  x and y.         [3] 

   c)  The variance of the first sample is 2.5 and variance of the second sample is 2.8. The 

sample sizes are 5 and 6 respectively. Find the standard error of difference between the 

means.           [2] 

 d) If the values of  
2

0i iE  are 64, 25, 36 and 49 and 
iE  values are 18, 30, 30 and 18. 

Evaluate 2 .          [3] 

   e)  What are the advantages of Latin square design?     [2] 

   f)  In an ANOVA three levels are tested and the following details are recorded. 

1 2 3 4n n n     and 2 2 2

1 2 33.33, 1.67, 4.67s s s   . Find the error sum of squares.

           [3] 

   g)      Differentiate between pie chart and doughnut chart.        [2] 

   h)      What are the different options available to apply to the design of a slide?   [3] 

   i)       Define database management systems.       [2] 

   j)       Give the syntax of data definition language commands of SQL.   [3] 

 

PART-B          

(50 Marks) 

2.a)   The Probabilities that students A,B,C and D solve a problem are 
4

1

5

1
,

5

2
,

3

1
and  

respectively. If all of them try to solve the problem, what is the probability that the 

problem is solved? 

b)  A box I contains 3 red balls, 2 black and 1 white balls. Box II contains 1 red, 1 black and 

balls 3 white balls, Box III contains 3 red, 3 black and balls 3 white balls. A box is 

chosen at random and a ball is drawn what is the probability that it is from.  [5+5] 

 i) Box 1  ii) Box II  iii) Box III 

OR 
3. Find   the Coefficient of Correlation and the two lines of Regression between the two 

variables.          [10] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

x 50 50 55 60 65 65 65 60 60 60 

y 11 13 14 16 16 15 15 14 13 13 

R16 



4. Two independent samples of sizes 8 and 7 respectively have the following values.  

 

   

 

  Is the difference between the means of samples significant?        [10] 

OR 
5. Given below is the number of male births in 1000 families having five children 

 

Male Children 0 1 2 3 4 5 

No. of 

Families 

40 300 250 200 30 180 

Test whether the given data is consistent with the hypothesis that the binomial law holds 

if the chance of a male birth is equal to that of female birth.    [10] 

         
6. Four standard chemical procedures are used to determine the magnesium content in a 

certain chemical compound. Each procedure is used four times on a given compound 

with the following data.         

                                 Method 

  1  2  3  4 

  76.42  80.41  74.20  86.20 

  78.62  82.26  72.68  86.04 

  80.40  81.15  78.84  84.36  

  78.20  79.20  80.32  80.68 

  Do the data indicate that the procedures yield equivalent results?  [10] 

OR 
7. There are four cars available for the comparative study of tire performance. Tires were 

installed in four different locations/light front(LF), Right front(RF), Right rear(RR) and 

left rear(LR).Using a latin square design setting, the measurements of wearing of tires 

are listed in the following table: 

 Car  RF  LF  RR  LR 

 1  32(A)  33(B)  47(C)  53(D) 

 2.  36(B)  53(D)  42(A)  54(C) 

 3.  51(C)  44(A)  62(D)  49(B) 

 4.  81(D)  78 (C)  72(B)  73(A)  

 Test whether the fire brands are significantly different at 5% level.   [10] 

            

8.a)  What statistical parameters can be calculated using Excel sheet? Give illustration. 

   b)  List the various data types supported by Excel.     [5+5]  

OR 

9.a)  What is meant by custom animations to slide show? 

b)  Can you import data from Excel sheet into Power point slide? Justify your answer.[5+5] 

  

10.   Compare data storage and access in a spread sheet (Excel) to database management 

system (Dbase III). Discuss the advantages of database management systems. [10] 

OR 

11.  Consider the database schema to write SQL queries to the following:         

  Sailor(sid:integer, sname:string, age:integer, rating:integer) 

  Boats(bid:integer, bname:string, bcolor:string) 

  Reserves(sid:integer, bid:integer, day:date) 

a) Find the names of the sailors whose age is above 50. 

b) Find the colors of the boats reserved by sailor ‘Ramu’. 

c) Find the names of the sailors who have reserved a red color boat.      [3+3+4] 

 

---ooOoo--- 

Sample I 11 11 13 11 15 9 12 14 

Sample II 9 11 10 13 9 8 10 - 




